KEY TAKEAWAYS

Low awareness about cultural events in Asia

Many artists & cultural professionals from Slovenia do not have much visibility of cultural events in Asia.

Stronger ties with Africa & Europe

Artists from Slovenia collaborate more with Africa & Europe than Asia.

Lack of information about arts organisations in Asia

Artists from Slovenia do not have much information & contacts with arts organisations in Asia.

Opportunities for Asia-Europe exchange

ASEF Unplugged—Vilnius contributed to increasing awareness about funding opportunities for Asia-Europe cultural exchanges available to Lithuanian artists.

unplugged
/ənˈplʌɡd/形容词

1. (of pop or rock music) performed or recorded with acoustic rather than electrically amplified instruments.
“Rod Stewart’s acoustic set spawned an unplugged album that sold three million copies”

2. (of conversations) an informal atmosphere, allowing for an open exchange of ideas
“I had an unplugged exchange with arts funders and was able to share my grievances freely”